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CHAIR BAlSA: ... (gavel). .. Good morning, everyone. I'd like to call the Planning
Committee of the Maui County Council to order this morning. I am Chair Gladys Baisa
and today is January 22, 2008 and it's five minutes after 9:00 a.m. And we note that a
quorum is present. I also would like to ask all of you that are in the audience, if you
wouldn't mind, to please put any of your cell phones or pagers or anything that makes
noise on the silent mode so that we can maintain order in our meeting today.
I'd like to make many introductions this morning. We have lots of wonderful guests here
with us today. First of all, I'd like to introduce the voting Committee Members that are
present here, Bill Kauakea Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha. Good morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Good morning, Bill. Also, Member Michael Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Good morning, Mike. And thank you very much, Members, for being on time.
I really appreciate it. And also joining us today is non-voting Committee Member Mike
Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning, Madam Chair, and thank you. I'm very
happy to be back.
CHAIR BAlSA: Good. Thank you very much for joining us this morning. It should make for
an exciting meeting. Voting Committee Member G. Riki Hokama is excused. And I
understand that my Vice-Chair, Jo Anne Johnson, will be joining us shortly. We also
have with us this morning, from the Department of the Corporation Counsel, Michael
Hopper, Deputy Corporation Counsel. Good morning, Mike. And from the Executive
Branch representatives, we have Jeff Hunt, our Planning Director.
MR. HUNT: Good morning, Chair.
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CHAIR BAISA: Good morning. And we have John Summers, from the Long Range Planning
Department.
MR. SUMMERS: Good morning.
CHAIR BAISA: Good morning, John. Thank you for coming. And we also have Milton
Arakawa, the Director of Public Works, who is seated out in the audience and he'll be
coming up here shortly when we get around to his presentation. And welcome,
Vice-Chair Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Morning.
CHAIR BAISA: Good morning. Our Committee Staff is also here. We have David Raatz, our
Legislative Attorney, and Clarita Balala, our Committee Secretary.
We also have other attendees this morning. We have Ronald Tsuzaki [sic], the Head
Planning Engineer. Good morning and welcome. We have Charlene Shibuya, our
Assistant District Engineer. Hi, Charlene, thank you for coming. And we also have
Robert Miyasaki, who is an Engineer V. Welcome, thanks for coming this morning.
We ... you're a vital part of our meeting today.
Also, we have some very special guests this morning and I'm just very excited to have
them here. You know, anytime that we can have youth joining us, we're very excited.
And today we have seven students from the Maui Job Corps and they're here with Jan
Ryan, their instructor. Would you please rise so that we can welcome you appropriately?
... (Applause) . .. Thank you very much for being here this morning. You may be seated,
thank you. According to Jan, they're here today to learn about the legislative process and
at the local level and help them with one of their assignments. And one of their
assignments is to write testimony. So, you know, if you feel moved while we're taking
public testimony, you don't have to write it. We'd love to have you come up and testify.
We take oral testimony. So anyway, thank you very much for being with us this
morning. We're honored by your presence.
Public testimony will be accepted in a few minutes. Those wishing to testify should sign
up with the Committee Staff. Testimony shall be limited to three minutes. Testifiers are
requested to state their name for the record and indicate who they are representing if
they're representing anybody besides themselves. They could be representing a group.
They could be representing government. So if you are, then you need to say that when
you testify.
Today, we have one item on our agenda. And that is PC-47. This item is entitled, Traffic
Impact Fees. This matter was initiated last term by then Councilmember Charmaine
Tavares who is now our Mayor. The purpose of this item is to allow the County to
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consider taking advantage of its authority under State law to impose traffic impact fees to
mitigate the transportation related impacts of development.
The Council has enacted enabling ordinances for traffic impact fees in all six community
plan areas for the island of Maui. As noted on the agenda today, the Committee has the
opportunity to discuss policy issues relating to traffic impact fees. The basic question is,
where do we go from here? To help us answer that question, we will be receiving a slide
show presentation from the Department of Public Works. Then receive guidance from
representatives of the Department of Planning and the State and County Department of
Transportation.
But first we will now accept public testimony. Without objection, the Committee will
now accept public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you. Okay, I have one request to testify ... Madam Secretary, are there
more? As of this moment, we have two testifiers signed up. And again, I offer the
invitation to any of you in the audience who would like to testify to please come up. If
you have not signed up and would like to testify, that's okay. We'll take your testimony
and we can fill out the paperwork later. So again, if you are moved by what you hear or
something you think of, please feel free to indicate that you'd like to testify.
Our first testifier today is Gordon Cockett and he'll be testifying on PC-47 and he will be
followed by Dick Mayer. Good morning, Mr. Cockett.

... BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. COCKETT: Good morning, Madam Chair. Aloha, Madam Chair, ladies and gentlemen of
the Maui County Planning Committee. My name is Gordon C. Cockett, lifetime resident
of Maui. I've been around so long, they're calling me kupuna now. And Vice-President
ofMaui Unite, a newly, or recently formed organization.
I've only recently been informed that we do not have impact fees at the present time. I
made a remark before, "Developers are laughing all the way to the bank." I don't know
how to emphasize that more, right now. No wonder they're rushing to get their feet wet
here.
I understand that a study has been made which recommends various fees for various areas
based on something called "trips." I don't mean to be critical but that's too complicated.
I would like to suggest that there isn't any need for paying a consultant for studies. We
can do that for you pro bono.
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I suggest that we create a flat percentage rate across the board for all areas as the easiest
and fairest way to get the fees set. A flat dollar rate would not be fair to the maka' ainana
but not make the millionaire flinch either. And make it so that the developer cannot pass
it on to this category, the maka'ainana, either. They're making enough off of the market
price homes.
Let's try to give you some support and do a bit of arithmetic. A 1 percent impact fee on
an affordable home of $300,000 would be $3,000. On a $7 million home, it would be
$70,000 or so said my math teacher at St. Anthony. The latter are in a financial category
that can afford it. If anyone says, "that's not fair," I ask, "have they cared about us, the
lifetime residents of Maui that have struggled to maintain our sanity while the plundering
has been going on?" We've just beginning ... I'm sorry, we're just beginning to wake up
and I can feel the groundswell escalating.
I further recommend that impact fees be created, not only for County roads but for State
roads too and for all other facilities, like schools, public housing, wastewater treatment
facilities, water facilities expansion and improvements, trash pick up. As a retired police
lieutenant, I am concerned about fire, police, and public safety service and equipment
additions and upgrades, et cetera, et cetera. Thank you for listening.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much, Mr. Cockett. And by the way, we share a middle initial,
"C". I'm gonna remember next time. Thank you. Members, any questions for our
testifier? If not, thank you very much for being here.
Our next testifier is Dick Mayer. And again, if anyone else would like to testify, please
make your wishes known. Come on up after Mr. Mayer. Good morning, Mr. Mayer.
MR. MAYER: Good morning, Chair and Council Members. I want to speak about the impact
fee issue. It's I think an extremely important issue and it's something, as the previous
speaker said, something long overdue. There's so many elements to it and so many
decisions you're gonna have to make. Unfortunately, all you're talking about today is
just traffic impact fees. I think you all know there are many, many other impacts that
result from various developments and projects. And I'm hoping that what you do with
traffic impact fees is really set a precedent to look at the comprehensive package of fees
that need to be assessed because of very large developments, and some smaller ones that
cumulatively have impacts. There'll be questions you have to ask as to where the money
goes. Should it go to the State or should it go to the County? I'm urging you to ... to
maintain the money here at the County level and then be able, at your discretion, to
allocate it. So if the State comes to you and says we want to put in a road here and we
need a local contribution for it, you can say, no, that's not what our highest priority is.
We think rather this one. This gives you much more choice. I've seen some
mismanagement of allocations and re-prioritizations that don't always meet the needs of
Maui County. So I'd urge you to do it that way.
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The second question would be within the County, should it stay within the district in
which it's assessed or should it go Countywide? That will be a decision you'll have to
make and I think there are arguments on both sides of that. I note that you have about
six, seven bills before you. You may wish to consolidate them into one which would
give you flexibility. Sometimes the impact generated may not be actually in that district
itself but maybe between two districts, or even between two or three districts. And
therefore you may wish to have that discussion. For example, a project in West Maui
may impact sections ofHonoapiilani Highway that actually lie in Central or South Maui.
And therefore, you may wish to be able to put ... to put the monies to ... to another district.
I would urge you to keep that ... that flexibility open to you.
I'd also consider about inflation. Your study, the study that was done and forms the basis
for the impact fees, the Kaku Study, is so trivializing of the actual cost of highways. For
example, in here they-and I would urge you to take a look in their study, the one with
the blue cover-Table 9 and in the map on the following page. For example, they talk
about the airport extension is costing $13 million. I would like to see them try to build
the airport extension from the airport over to Dairy Road for $13 million. I think the bids
have just gone out or have been announced somewhere in the order of 70-80 million.
So these, these impact fees are trivial compared to the actual impacts and costs of these
highways. They don't even include Honoapiilani Highway around the Pali. That's not
even on there. And yet with all the development in West Maui, we know that those new
projects are gonna affect that highway in particular. And just right now at 9:00 this
morning down in the Planning Commission, they're discussing another 300 timeshare
units for the Westin Hotel. So with cumulative effect of all these projects, the impact
fees in the study are woefully outdated, underestimates. They don't even include all the
highways that will be impacted. And so I would urge you to take a careful look at the
numbers that you're being presented with. I think they're way under the actual costs.
Another item is the maintenance of these highways. Just because you build a highway,
where's the money going to come to maintain them thereafter? In other words, if you
put ... take a two-lane highway and convert it into a four-lane highway, that's gonna
perhaps double the long-term maintenance cost and the effect on the budget. Therefore,
you may want to have built into your impact fees some kind of an equivalent to a trust
fund or maintenance fund so that ... that whatever is improved because of the impact fees,
actually is maintained thereafter. Otherwise, future generations, people who didn't cause
the impact, are gonna have to pay for those problems.
There are many other issues and we could go into it, whether they're State or County
issues and ... and I don't have time right now. But I'm hoping that you'll explore those
and I'm very interested in hearing the presentation today to see whether they really give
you the costs of those highways. Let the develop ... let the consultant who's gonna make
that presentation say, we'll build it for those fees that we're talking about. I don't think
they'll even come close if they ... the figures are so underestimated. Thank you for the
extra time.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Mayer. Members, questions for Mr. Mayer? Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. Mr. Mayer, thank you for being
here and for your testimony this morning. You bring up some very interesting and
relevant points but I wanted, wanted to ask you is that truly inflation is not factored in.
And we're seeing what is collected and what are the actual costs of improvements is far
from each other. But what I wanted to ask you is that the Maui County Code says that
besides the impact fees that are collected to offset costs for improvements, the residents
and taxpayers bear a cost, too, as part of anything that we fund in County government.
So what do you think should be the appropriate sharing of both what the impact fees
provide and what the taxpayers will provide?
MR. MAYER: I think that the incremental result ... let's say a Project X has 1,000 units in itand there's several out there that are even more than that-what will that 1,000 units by
comparison to the number of residents who are already existing in that area, you know,
what would be the increase? In other words, if you have, let's just say, 10,000 units in
the area and you've just added another 1,000, that would be a 10 percent, roughly,
increase in the cost. So perhaps you might say, that ... that the 1,000 ... that the impact fee
should be one-tenth of the cost of that project. The problem, though, and the fallacy of
that is, that if you don't build that project, maybe the traffic's fine right now. And the
highways that were put in, were put in by the existing residents and paid for over the
years by their use of the gasoline tax, or whatever it might be. So the need for the
increase, the extra traffic lights, the widening of the road, whatever improvements are
needed, are really the result of that project itself. And therefore, the cost really should be
borne-if you have to widen the highway or put in extra traffic lights or whatever it
might be-should be borne actually by the project itself. They're the cause of that
impact.
That's the same thing-let me just extend that to a simpler example. And as a school, the
school situation may be fine right now, but if you put another 500 students into that area
and you have to build another 16 classrooms, or 20 classrooms, that's a result of that
project. Why should the existing residents who pay for school as it is now be required to
pay for that new project, that new school? So I would think that the impact really should
fall on that. And I saw projects that were passed in the past. The State has something
called the fair share for schools which is so trivial and so low that it's ... that it's absurd. I
mean, it's just really laughable whoever set that up in the DOE. The same thing is true
for the study here. It's ... I think the figures are far too low for the impacts being caused
by that project.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And, so ... so your perspective is that if a project or
development has a direct impact on, say, as you mentioned, schools, then they should be
contributing the appropriate amount for that impact?
MR. MAYER: That's correct. They ... they should do that.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Mayer. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Members, any other questions for the testifier? If not, Mr. Mayer, I wanted to
just get your feelings about on this subject you're talking about, making people pay their
fair share.
MR. MAYER: Uh-huh.
CHAIR BAlSA: You know, that's always a tricky part, is trying to figure exactly what is fair
and fair to whom. It ... it takes us hours and hours to try to come to some kind of
agreement. And you know when we look at traffic impact fees and if we looked at the
fees that are currently in the study, they seem to me very small in terms of some of the
negotiations that we have been having with developers. And looking at the conditions
that we're requiring. You know, we're looking at multi, multi million dollar conditions
on developments as compared with the traffic fees. How do you think we should handle
that?
MR. MAYER: I think you ... you ... you've laid it out very clearly. You know, you may say
wow, why do we want to charge 10 million, 20, 30 million, whatever it is, to that
developer? Conversely, why should that 10, 20, $30 million be charged to existing
residents? That's really what you should do. You, I mean, you elected ... you've been
elected. You represent existing residents, not people who are in the future may be
moving here. Yet, you may run again and be representing them. But right now
you're ... you're representing, I think, the present residents of the island and you have to
see, is it fair, if this project goes in, to throw a further burden on the existing residents for
schools, for Civil Defense, for fire stations, for police stations.
I just reviewed an EIS yesterday at length, went through the whole thing, wrote, made
some comments on the whole thing. And I was appalled at how little of the County and
State infrastructure they were willing to put into their environmental impact statement. I
mean, essentially trivial, nothing. And yet, they would come in and yet the impact would
be borne by all the existing residents. I don't see any reason why existing residents
should pay for the needs of a future people who probably will be moving here for the
most part.
CHAIR BAlSA: Well, just for the sake of discussion, and I don't want to belabor this but I think
it's relevant. When we look at traffic impact fees, I think it's really important that we
understand that if we set a rate, and let's say that we set it the way it is now. And it's
something like $7,000 per unit, $7,000 per unit. And really, we feel that that impact
because if they gonna need a new road or whatever it is that they're gonna need, comes to
millions and millions of dollars. As I was discussing this with some of my staff last
week, we were saying, do we really want to do traffic impact fees or should we just look
at each development on a case by case basis and negotiate with each developer and say,
okay, you want to build this, you're gonna have to fix this road or build this road.
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MR. MAYER: I think that's an excellent point. And I think you could do a combination too. It
doesn't have to be one or the other. Your ordinance could read, we will have a ... a ... a fee
and it should have some inflation factor built into so it's not a ... you don't have to redo it
every year. Or maybe you could do it like you do with other fees as part of the County
budget. You say, okay, the fees, the impact fees will go up so much. You could put it
that way. And we're also allowed to make conditions, or place conditions, on a particular
project because of the unique impacts that particular project would have either within that
district or Countywide. It may call for a whole new high school. Or it may call forsome of these projects are large enough that they almost require a whole high school just
for that project. And so therefore, you may want to say, they'll be special conditions on
this particular project.
CHAIR BAlSA: I think what you've already mentioned is traffic impact fees really is just one
piece of impact and yet there are many other impacts.
MR. MAYER: Right.
CHAIR BAlSA: And this legislation, of course, is directed strictly at traffic impact fees but we
also will, at some point, have to look at the other fees that are charged also.
MR. MAYER: Correct. Right.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much for coming. Members, any more questions for our
testifier? If not, thank you very much, Mr. Mayer.
MR. MAYER: Thank you very much.
CHAIR BAlSA: And we also have signing up to testify, Jocelyn Perreira. And again, I extend
the invitation to anyone else who would like to come up and testify. Please feel free to
do so. Good morning, Mrs. Perreira.
MS. PERREIRA: Good morning, Madam Chair. Thank you, Council Members, for this
opportunity to discuss some items relative to this agenda item. I was very pleased with
what you had just finished discussing with Mr. Mayer because I know we are of the ... the
feeling that this needs little bit more discussion because we are concerned that of course,
you're dealing with current updated information that's always a concern. What you set,
if you take a position, we ... we would be concerned that it would be a precedent that
could be set for all projects and we wanna make sure and we wanna always be the voice
that stresses family development type of projects. Projects that help affordable housing
and help our ... our residents should not be subjected to the same kinds of standards as
market housing, market commercial development projects.
We ... we do feel-and I'm glad to have heard you say on a case by case basis kind of
situation-we didn't take a position yet but we are discussing because we do feel like this
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shouldn't be a one size fits all situation. And nor do we feel that all areas should be
assessed the same fees because we know that some areas definitely benefit from
improved traffic improvements. And some of their destinations might be Lahaina or
Kihei, for example, and they benefit greatly from having those kinds of corridors. I
don't ... we do not feel that the smaller towns should bear the burden of those kinds of
impacts because they're not ... they're not benefiting as much as some of those projects in
those particular areas. Therefore, improvements should be that ... that are receiving the
benefits of enhanced infrastructure benefits should bear greater pro rata cost than some of
the other areas. Maintenance on improvements should also be reflected in any kind of
assessments.
And, of course, the fair share for schools that was discussed should reflect current
developments and their direct impacts and not have the residents that have paid and paid
and paid over and over again to continue paying for anything new that all of a sudden
situates itself in and around their neighborhoods. And, that's pretty much where we'd
like you to consider.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much for your testimony.
Miss ... Vice-Chair Johnson.

Members, any questions?

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, Jocelyn, thanks for coming. I share a lot of the same
sentiments that you're raising. One of the issues that was brought up-and I believe
myself and others questioned last time to the firm that prepared the particular study that
we're looking at-one of the things that you brought up was the inequity perhaps of
charging smaller areas or small towns for, let's say, Honoapiilani Highway improvements
or other things in West Side. So I raised a similar question and what I got was kind of a
shocking answer that well, everyone including the tourists if the tourists, let's say, are
based in West Maui, they're traveling along Honoapiilani Highway in order to get to
Paia, to get to Makawao, to get to Hana, all the small towns. So they are indirectly
benefiting plus some of the employees, the people that live in the outlying areas, are
traveling those roads. So how you kind of see that because ...
MS. PERREIRA: It's interesting. We view it differently, of course.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Well ...
MS. PERREIRA: Because we feel that without the small towns to have these visitors that arrive
in the more urbanized areas to come in to get a flavor and the real feel of Maui,
they ... they wouldn't be enjoying Maui as much nor would they be staying as long or
spending as ... as much as they do. The small towns are a natural draw. If you were
talking about equity across the board like having alternate roadway for Paia and taking
care of some of the long standing concerns in some of the other small towns relative to
traffic impacts and what not, then perhaps you could see them having a ... a more fair pro
rata portion portioned out. But right now, you know, they welcome everybody.
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You know, you may not, you may not have to go into Hana, or into Paia or into Makawao
but most people are going into Lahaina and into Kihei and what have you. And once
they've done the fun in the sun the first time and the repeat visit, then they want to
venture out to see what is the real essence, the heart and soul of Maui and they coming
into the small towns. And these small towns do have impacts. They are not expected to
be like a more urban area. You have small towns that have a mix of residents as well as
businesses and they like that more easy, calm traffic flow. And yet they are experiencing
tremendous overload and that is one of the reasons, for instance, in Paia they would like
to see the alternate roadway. So I think when we're talking about an alternate roadway
for Paia, as well as whatever else is happening for the West Side, then you can talk about
a more equitable amount being assessed for traffic impacts. Right now they're just being
the hospitality corridors and destinations that these people that are coming to Maui are
wanting to venture out to see.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I tend to agree with you and less with the consultant's view because
I think that, for me, even the way that the ordinance was started-it was only started with
South and West Maui. And somehow, you know, unbeknownst to the Council, it got
expanded. And we've been at this since 2000.
MS. PERREIRA: Well, we don't want to share the pain because, of course, we don't share the
benefits. So I would like it to be fair and equitable and if you're talking fair and
equitable, that means across the board. Thank you for your understanding.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah, and ... and ... and I. .. I thank you, too, because it's good to have
other people agree with me as opposed to trying to deal with somebody who has the
credentials. And it's very difficult because we've been struggling with this for a long
time. Thanks very much, Jocelyn.
CHAIR BAlSA: Members, any other questions for the testifier? If not, Ms. Perreira, thank you
very much.
MS. PERREIRA: You're very welcome.
CHAIR BAlSA: Is there any other person in the gallery who would like to testify? If not,
Members, I would like, without your objections, I would like to close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. Public testimony is closed for today .

. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
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CHAIR BAISA: Okay, we will now receive from the Department of Public Works a PowerPoint
presentation and so the Chair will call a very short recess while we get the screen down
and get ready for the presentation. Mr. Arakawa is ready to go. Okay .... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

9:35 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:37 a.m.

CHAIR BAISA:
., (gavel). .. The meeting of the Planning Committee will come back to
order, please. Mr. Arakawa, would you like to go ahead with your presentation.
ITEM NO. 47

TRAFFIC IMPACT FEES (Bill Nos. 66, 67, and 77 (2006);
116,07-117,07-185,07-186,07-187, and 07-188)

c.c. Nos.

06-276, 07-

MR. ARAKAWA: Thank you, Madam Chair. I'm Milton Arakawa. I'm the County Director of
Public Works. And I appreciate the opportunity to do a presentation before the
Committee. My intent here is basically to try to raise some of the issues, some of the
implications and some of the trade-offs that would be involved with any kind of traffic
impact fee. And I want to mention the traffic impact fee potentially could be a very
valuable tool for the County but we did feel from, at least our Department's standpoint,
that this issue should be raised for the Council for their consideration prior to
implementation of a fee. So with that, let me start the presentation.
On the left-and I realize you can't quite see that quite that clearly-from the left side of
this slide are excerpts from the County enabling legislation. I can just read through it
briefly ... , (change tape, start IE) . .. In 14.62.010, basically says the traffic impact fee
is a method of sharing the growth-related costs incurred by the County for road and
traffic infrastructure improvements.
14.62.030 basically says impact fees shall be charged and assessed for a new land
development ... for new land development activities which create a need for additional
roadway capacities. So, here, basically the traffic impact fees cannot be used to remedy
existing deficiencies in the roadway system. It cannot be used for maintenance of
existing roadways but basically is intended to address the impacts of future growth.
14.62.080 basically says all monies from this fund shall be designated and used for traffic
and roadway improvements and shall include, but not be limited to, increasing the safety,
efficiency and capacity of arterial and collector roads, construction of left and right turn
lanes, construction and expansion of bridges, design construction and/or plan preparation,
right-of-way acquisition, relocating utilities, additional public parking areas, improving
traffic circulation patterns and also plans and studies. So basically it's a wide range of
activities that enabling legislation allows the traffic impact fees to ... to accomplish.
On the right side of the slide is a transportation planning model which you have before
you. This was the study which was done by the consulting firm, Kaku Associates. And
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what that study did was that it used the 13 projects that are listed on the right side of your
slide as the basis for establishing a traffic impact fee. If you notice, those projects-of
course, it's Haleakala widening, Lahaina, two phases of Lahaina Bypass, Keawe Street
extension, the Mill Street extension in Lahaina, Mokulele Highway, North-South
Collector Road, Kahului Airport Bypass, Honoapiilani widening, Waiale Connector,
Lahaina Cane Haul Road, Lono Avenue extension, and the Hana Highway Bypass, which
is the Paia Bypass. So the basis for the fee is linked to these 13 projects only. So it's
a ... from the enabling legislation which allowed for a rather broad usage of the fee,
it's ... the study basically allowed the fee to be used only for these 13 projects that are
listed.
Now, there were some allusions to the estimates which were included in the
Transportation Planning Model. The study itself basically came up with land acquisition
and construction cost estimates which was done several years ago. The total cost for that,
all of the 13 projects is listed on the left side of the slide, $365 million in total.
If you look on the right side of the slide, this is further broken down into State projects
and County projects. State projects are ... are basically your arterial roads that link
various commumties. If you look at, for instance, the roadways there. Haleakala
widening of course links Up country with Central Maui. Lahaina Bypass helps to
improve congestion not only within Lahaina town but also links West Maui to Central
Maui .... (clears throat) . .. Excuse me.
But the total for the ... the total cost of State projects comes out to $267 million or
73 percent of the total cost, whereas County projects come out to $97 million, or
27 percent of the total cost. A number of concerns are raised and I just wanted to bring
this up for the Council's consideration. Now, the first concern there, basically 73 percent
of the fees collected generally should be turned over to the State for the State DOT
projects. Since that was the basis for the establishment of the fees as called for in the
Transportation Planning Model. Now the County will be collecting these fees and will be
turned over to the State. So the bottom line question here is, basically, if these monies
are turned over to the State, will it result in increased benefit for the people of the County
ofMaui in terms of additional transportation projects.
And let me go over a bit more about the second point here. You have a typical State
project like, say, Mokulele Highway widening project. That's funded partially by
Federal funds. And of course, the Federal funds are fixed. I mean, whether or not the
County gives its impact fees to the State does not affect the amount of Federal funds that
DOT has. With those Federal funds, the State has their own State matching fund, their
own pot of money to provide the State match for their projects. So if the County provides
73 percent of the impact fee monies to the State, what will happen to the additional pot of
money that the State now has for its projects? So our question here is whether or not the
additional pot of money will be used within the County of Maui or whether or not the
additional money may actually benefit other Counties as less State funds will be needed
within Maui County.
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The fourth point there is generally the enabling legislation requires that a refund of traffic
impact fees be done if the funds are not encumbered after six years ... after six years. So
we would need to have some agreement with the State as to who will be refunding these
monies. If we give the money to the State and Developer X requests those monies, will
the State give us back these monies? Or will the County be responsible for the refund?
The fifth point is if. .. if the rates are established by community plan areas, the fee will be
low in areas where there's a small number of projects. And let me go into that in a little
more detail. There are various alternatives and I'll just go over four for today's
presentation. The current philosophy which was espoused in the Transportation Planning
Model, the community plan area philosophy, County Roadway Projects philosophy and a
County Roadway Projects community plan area philosophy. And let me elaborate on
that.
The current philosophy espoused in the Kaku Study basically includes both State and
County Roadway projects without consideration of transit. These are the 13 projects that
are listed in the Kaku Study. The basis for the study is that the community plan area rates
are based on the fair share of all projects and the expectation is that fees collected within
a community plan area will be allocated to all projects. And I guess the best way to
explain this is to use an example. We have, for instance, a number of projects in West
Maui. We have the Lahaina Bypass projects or Honoapiilani widening projects. These
highway improvements, as I mentioned, the State projects basically are within ... 1 mean,
between communities. It links various communities. So those highway projects would
not only benefit the citizens of West Maui, but it also benefits Central Maui, it could
benefit Up country residents, it benefits PaialHaiku residents, if these residents or
businesses need to drive to and from Lahaina. And likewise for West Maui residents, the
improvement would also benefit them in the fact that they would have to traverse
between West Maui and other parts of Maui. So the fees are based on a pro rata share of
the impact among all of the community plan areas.
Another alternative is to basically include all of these State and County roadway projects
without transit. These are the 13 projects that are listed in the Kaku Study. But have the
fees just be paid for only by projects within the community plan area. And the
expectation is that fees collected within that community plan area would be allocated to
community plan area projects. And the implication here is that-let's look at again
West ... West Maui projects as an example. The expectation here is that projects like the
Lahaina Bypass or the Honoapiilani widening, all of the projects on the West Side would
be paid for entirely by projects within West Maui. Even if there are benefits to other
parts ofMaui, West Maui projects would be bearing the brunt, the total cost of paying the
impact fee. That's how this particular alternative is configured.
The County project's philosophy basically would exclude the State projects. And
basically County roadway projects are roadway projects that are within certain
communities. It's basically collector. .. County collector roads which are not as high
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traffic, not as high speed roadways as the State roads. And it basically collects roads,
collects traffic to feed on to State arterial highways. And in this alternative, the
community plan area rates would be based on a fair share of all projects. And the
expectation is that fees collected within a community plan area will be allocated to all
projects. So it's basically saying, you know, a project in Kihei, the cost for that may be
allocated for ... to other community plan areas as well.
And the last alternative is County projects and we would, here, just have the community
plan area rates based only on projects within that community plan area. And the
expectation is that fees collected within the community plan area will be allocated to
community plan area projects.
And what does this mean in terms of what it'll cost to developers? And this is just a
partial chart of what it could mean and since I've been using West Maui as an example, if
you look at the ... like the residential fee-and I note the ... the fees have been based on
various uses, residential, retail, office, industrial and hotel uses. So basically when these
uses come in for their building permit, we would assess traffic impact fee based on a
certain set unit, whether it's a dwelling unit or square footage of space and so on and so
forth. Now, the current here is basically the current philosophy where it's State and
County projects included. Community plan ... State and County projects with just based
on the community plan basis. County projects only where it's ... the cost are allocated
among community plan areas. And County projects only where it's based only projects
within that community plan area would pay for it.
So just using West Maui as ... as an example for a residential unit, under the current Kaku
Study, developers would have to pay $8,442 per unit. But if we limit the cost of the
development impact fees to West Maui projects only, West Maui projects would have to
pay $13,341 per residential unit. If we exclude State projects but allocate the cost to
various community plan areas, the fee becomes a lot lower, $1,452 per unit. And if we
just limit it to community plan areas, the fee goes up somewhat to about $2,509 per unit.
So you can see, depending on how the methodology is set up, it may mean a great
difference in the amount of fees that developers would have to pay. So, basically with
that I. .. I would be happy to answer any questions that the Committee may have.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank ... thank you very much, Director Arakawa. What I'd like to do is
restore the screen and the room to its original state and then we'll ask questions. So we'll
take a very brief recess. Members, if you would note your questions, then we can move
ahead .... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

9:52 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:55 a.m.

CHAIR BAlSA:
., (gavel). .. The meeting of the Planning Committee will come back to
order. What the Chair would like to do so that we can proceed here with some
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understanding, a better understanding of all of the issues, all of the concerns, all of the
recommendations, before we get into heavy duty questioning of one part and then don't
get to all of it because we're very lucky today to have State DOT here today. As you
know, it's very difficult. They have a heavy schedule and 1 wanna make sure that we get
to listen to everyone. And then we'll get into really taking things apart with questions.
So if you don't mind, Members, that's what I'd like to do. So now, 1 would like to ask
the State Department of Transportation, if they would please share with us any
information or any thoughts or recommendations that you have on this issue for us today.
And I'd like to thank you for coming. And I'm assuming, Ron, are you going to take the
lead?
MR. TSUZUKI: Yes, 1 will.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much.
MR. TSUZUKI: I...I was not prepared to make a presentation today. 1 was really here to
answer any questions that you might have but ...
CHAIR BAlSA: We'd be happy to hear anything you wanna share with us on this very
important subject.
MR. TSUZUKI: Well, as far as the State is concerned, we are very interested in having a traffic
impact fee for the island of Maui because, you know, we have a lot of needs here on this
island as well as Statewide. On the island of Oahu, we have actually an area, the area
called Ewa where there's a lot of growth where we have an impact fee that the City and
County of Honolulu has enacted into an ordinance. And it took us many, many years
working with actually the developers of that area because, you know, an impact fee is
really something that's imposed on developers who are building new, whether it's homes
or shopping centers or whatever, and trying to assess the impacts that they create on our
roadway systems. The impact fee there was aimed strictly at roads and not transit.
You know, 1 did see that presentation where, 1 guess, Milton had mentioned that transit is
not part of the equation. It's only roadways. And that was true out in Ewa also.
Concentration was on roadway improvements. It took many years because we had to get
agreement with the developers out in that area and there were many, you know,
developers out in that area, including government developers.
1 heard earlier that there's concern about the effects of impact fees on government type
development. And, you know, in the Ewa area we had various types of developments.
It's not only residential. It's also ... the government had ... State government has a lot of
new development that also increases traffic. We have the University of Hawaii West
Oahu campus that's being developed in the Ewa area. The Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands is building, or will be building, you know, a lot of units in that area for
native Hawaiians. And that's gonna also create traffic. The Judiciary is building a brand
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new judicial complex out there in Ewa also. So there's a lot of development going on.
It's not only residential. It's not only private.
One of the features of that Ewa plan was that the State Department of Transportation did
inform these government developers that we, because of the concern that was expressed
earlier-I forget who, I think maybe it was Dick Mayer had expressed, or somebody had
expressed concern-about impact fees on affordable housing. So how do you treat that?
So the Department of Transportation did agree with some of these government agencies
and also, like the University of Hawaii is actually helping the traffic situation because
instead of all the students and faculty going all the way to Manoa, people in the area can
actually go to a school, you know, close by. So actually it's helping traffic. So
should ... should we be penalizing them for building new facilities out there for new
students and faculty and whatever.
So, anyway, the Department of Transportation did agree with these government agencies
who are pushing affordable housing, University of Hawaii, same thing with the Judiciary.
You know, again, traffic-wise, by building a complex out in that Ewa-Kapolei area,
they're actually helping traffic. Instead of traffic going all the way to downtown, a lot of
that, the people who live out in that area can go to this new complex. So instead of
penalizing them, the DOT agreed to pay the impact fees that these other agencies would
have had to pay. So that's one way to address this problem about what is the effect on,
say, affordable housing. The DOT is, in that area, is actually spending a lot of money
and because of that, we're asking the City and County to give us, or give credit to these
other State agencies for the impact fee. So instead of the agency having to pay the impact
fee, the DOT is saying, we are paying for it by building these facilities with State DOT
monies and Federal funds.
The other thing that we've been doing in that Ewa area-I ... I know Milton had
mentioned that, you know, 73 percent of the fees are gonna be used for State projects. In
the Ewa area, I think that percent-I don't know what the exact percentage is-but I
think the percentage of fees collected by the City and County of Honolulu that will go to
the State is probably higher than 73 percent because the other thing we had to agree on
was, what projects, what transportation or highway project, should you expend these fees
for? Okay, there has to be some kind of an agreement on that. And for the Ewa area,
there was really only one County project, you know, for this entire Ewa area that will be
collecting or being used ... where the impact fees are gonna be used to pay for a County
project. All of the other projects are all State projects. So when you look at that
73 percent, I think for Ewa it's even higher than that. I don't know the exact number. I
don't think we ever figured it out. But it's a very high percentage.
I heard also someone mention inflation. One of the problems with the previous study that
was done in Ewa was the ... the cost of projects. So, you know, when the impact fees
were determined, I think the fees were way too low because the actual projects ... project
costs were much, much higher, way higher. So this is something you will have to
determine whether this study ... this study done by Dick Kaku ... actually Dick Kaku did
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the Ewa study for us. But you also have to remember that Dick Kaku is a ... he's a traffic
engineer but he comes from California, Santa Monica, and he does not have a good feel
for actual construction cost here in Hawaii. So when he comes up with some of these
costs that he has in his study-and we have not really reviewed this study very carefully
that was done by Dick Kaku. But 1 think you have to be careful to see whether or not
those costs are realistic or not, you know, in helping you determine what the fees are
because we found out in Ewa that the fees were way too low.
1 don't know what else I.. .oh, there were ... 1...1 guess 1 also saw that there's several
alternatives that you ... you might wanna address. And 1 don't think ... in Ewa we decided
that we're gonna focus only on Ewa, you know, that general area because some people on
the island would feel that they're being discriminated against because there's no growth
in certain areas. Some, like on the Windward side of the island of Oahu, the people in
that area, as well as government, has... have decided that there's not going to be that
much growth. So why should the people on the Windward side be paying for those
projects in Ewa? So we made a decision to concentrate only on Ewa. So that was
another conscious decision that was made early in the process that it's gonna be focused
into different areas. Now whether or not it should be these community plan areas, 1...1
don't know. 1 can't speak to that because, you know, if you look at a State highway, it
could encompass maybe two or three community areas. So it's not a ... where it should
focus only on maybe one community area, community plan area. So 1 can't give you too
much advice on that other than you should try to pick an area that covers all of the
projects that you want to have funded.
Two other points, 1 guess ... one is-I'm not sure what Dick Kaku used to come up with
his forecast, you know, as far as future forecast for this study. But one of the things that
you should be aware of is the State Department of Transportation has just completed a
island-wide model, traffic forecasting model for this island. We just completed that
effort. So we have what we've accepted as a traffic forecasting model for the entire
island. Now whether-one of the key parts of that forecast model is the land use
information that the County of Maui Planning Department is gonna be furnishing us.
And 1... 1 believe we have a letter in to, 1 think to Jeff Hunt, about what is the best future
land use to be used in this model. Now, 1 don't know what Dick Kaku used. It could be
two different things. And when you have the input being two different things, the output
is gonna be possibly different. So just bear that in mind that it may be different. The
results may come out different. That model is gonna be used for the update of the entire
island of Maui's Long-Range Land Transportation Plan. And hopefully we'll get the
Federal funding that we're seeking to start that effort soon.
Actually, that's about all that 1 can think of right now off the top of my head because I.. .1
really did not present ... 1 mean, prepare anything. But 1 would be open to answering any
questions you might have.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. You did extremely well for, you know, not being
prepared. Obviously, you live this so it's ... it's something you can just talk about. We
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really appreciate the information. We're struggling as you know trying to decide what to
do because we want it to be the best thing to do rather than just doing something and
having to live with the impacts later on. You know how it is when you do something
without enough information, then you have unintended consequences. And you folks
have already experienced some of this so we were very interested in any of your
comments or thoughts. And, of course, we will be asking you a lot of questions.
MR. TSUZUKI: There was one more thingCHAIR BAISA: Sure, go right ahead.
MR. TSUZUKI: --I just remembered. The impact fees are collected by the County, you know.
F or the island of Oahu, it's collected by the City and County of Honolulu at the building
permit stage so I'm assuming that that's what will happen here also. So one of the
questions is how do you get that money from the City or the County to the State? So we
had to come up with a ... an agreement, some kind of memorandum of understanding or
agreement between the County and the State, .. .(change tape, start 2A) . .. and that
agreement, I think, probably could address some of the concerns that Milton had in his
slide presentation. You know, we wanna make sure that everybody understands what's
gonna happen. You know, I think Milton had mentioned something about the ... oh, yeah,
if the funds are not used within six years, you know, the ... it goes back to the developer.
How ... how do you handle that kind of thing, yeah? So anyway, there ... there is an
agreement as far as the City and County of Honolulu is concerned and the State that
addresses some of these concerns.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Either Ms. Shibuya or Mr. Miyasaki, any ... anything
you'd like to add? Mr. Miyasaki.
MR. MIYASAKI: Yes, just a word of caution, I guess. When we talk about impact fees, it's a
very specific legal term. And it is not meant to provide all the money for these
improvements. In fact, it's probably a very small portion of the money because you can
only assess an impact fee on these developers for their true impact. And typically that
impact may be less than 20 percent of the total cost of a develop ... of a roadway project.
And it's ... it's a word of caution. It's not the silver bullet that's gonna provide you all the
funding.
We've also been working very closely with Mr. Hunt and Mr. Summers on their
community plan projects. And what's coming about through that is a tremendous lack of
resources for all your infrastructure, be it water, sewer, parks, everything. And you still
need to come up with the other side of that funding. And for the State side, that funding
is Statewide and our funding is extremely critical. We're talking in the billions of dollars
in shortfall right now. And Federal monies are not gonna be there either to make up
these. So it's a very complex situation.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much for the reminder. I think that, you know, as
Councilmembers, and we're going into Budget shortly, we're very much aware of the
fact that our resources are really limited. And so we have to be very careful about how
we set fees and how we negotiate with developers keeping in mind these legal
limitations. And I thank you for reminding us about that. Ms. Shibuya, anything you
want to add?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Or you'll just be available?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair, point of information?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, please.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Can the panelists introduce themselves before they speak
and what position they hold?
CHAIR BAISA: Fine, I'll be happy to do that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo.
CHAIR BAISA: Maybe we can go back and you can write these names down in case you want
to when we get to questions. The first person was Mr. Ron Tsuzuki and you have a title,
Mr. Tsuzuki? You wanna share that with us?
MR. TSUZUKI: I'm the Head Planning Engineer for the State Highways Division, Honolulu.
CHAIR BAISA: Ron. Robert, sorry.
MR. MIYASAKI: My name is Robert Miyasaki. I am with the State Transportation Planning
office but I'm currently deployed to help Ron in the Highway Planning section.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. And Ms. Shibuya. Can you reach that microphone? You got the
problem I do. I can never stretch far enough.
MS. SHIBUYA: Yeah, I'm short.
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah.
MS. SHIBUYA: And thank you, Madam Chair. My name is Charlene Shibuya and I'm the
Assistant District Engineer for the Maui office and Construction Engineer. And I think
basically, you know, all the points were covered. I...I guess apparently there's
more ... unanswered questions than answers. But on the district level, you know, basically
we're ... we're kinda concerned because, you know, here we ... here we are, you know,
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frontline trying to address all the problems. And as Rob said, you know, Federal funds
are getting less, you know, and we compete Statewide and as well the State funding.
We ... we're always competing Statewide, not just, you know, between the three islands in
our district. So, you know, that would be my concern and basically I share everybody
else's concerns.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. Members, I know that the questions are bubbling up
but please try to hang on. We just couple more resources and then we'll take our
morning break and come back and really get into heavy duty question and answers. We
have wonderful resources with us today. So I wanna make the use ... make the most of all
of 'em. Our next person who I'm gonna ask to comment is John Summers. John, are you
gonna be talking on behalf of the Department of Planning?
MR. SUMMERS: Yes, that's correct.
CHAIR BAlSA: If you would, please. Any comments, or any ... any thing you'd like us to know
when we, you know, get into our question and answer period. Any information you
wanna share, thoughts, recommendations. We want to hear it all.
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you. I would echo the comment made by Robert Miyasaki regarding
the proportional share of the total project cost that would be allocated towards new
development. I think that's a larger public financing issue that does need to be carefully
considered. And the signal that the County would send as a result of collecting an impact
fee and the eventuality of, perhaps, projects not being constructed because of funding
shortfalls. And I think it does raise some important public policy implications that ... that,
again, do need to be carefully thought through.
Regarding the memorandum of understanding, obviously that's a critical element that
would have to be effectuated in order to move forward with a traffic impact fee program
based on the Kaku Study or any future study that includes State highway projects.
And I think the other important point is the land use data that Ron Tsuzuki pointed out.
The County has been working with State DOT as they go through the process of updating
their Long-Range Land Transportation Plan and the model that they're working on. I am
impressed with the model from what I've seen. We are ... we have shared land use files
with the County. It's our goal-with the State-it's our goal that we all use the same
data. That's a very important part of this and we have on-going dialogue with State DOT
regarding that.
Regarding the Kaku Study, if the Council did determine that they wanted to move
forward with that study, I would recommend that it be updated in the next two years to
address a number of issues. But I think most important is the data collection. In terms of
the traffic survey, that data was collected in 2004. That should be updated. And I also
believe that with the additional information that's coming in through the State's planning
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efforts, and possibly an updated Long-Range Land Transportation Plan, it would be
important to have our work in the pipeline so we could update the study accordingly.
I think also it's been mentioned a number of times that it would be nice to have transit
incorporated into the model. And that's something that should be included in that twoyear update. Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. We also have a representative from the County
Department of Transportation, Deputy Wayne Boteilho. Would you like to join us,
please? I'm sorry, we're running out of space. Borrow a chair someplace ... .(chuckles)

MR. BOTEILHO: Morning, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Good morning and thank you for coming.
MR. BOTEILHO:
Members ... Members of the Planning Committee.
My name is
Wayne ... Wayne Boteilho .... (clears throat) . .. Excuse me. I'm the Deputy Director of
County Transportation. The County DOT is in favor of impact fees in general. However,
we feel that the percentage of monies spent on County projects and transit should be
increased. We have projects that ... that could use these monies. We have bus stops, bus
shelters, easements, purchase of land, bus cutouts, both on County and State roads, and
even possibly in the future, a transit center.
Alternative transportation such as mass transit is a County function and the DOT will
have a CIP in the ... in the future. And, you know, one of the concerns about having to
give the money back in six years ... one way of possibly solving that we feel is through
land ... land acquisition. And land acquisition is a big part of the County DOT's bus stop
program.
Also, we would also favor annual studies. We need to keep an eye on the pulse of growth
in transportation. However, finally, we would have a caveat is that we would
recommend that staff is needed. And it's most probable that the staff would have to be
dedicated staff to keep an eye every year on these impact fees. And with that, thank you,
Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much, Mr. Boteilho. Let's see, we've heard from Public
Works. We've heard from State DOT, County DOT and Planning. With the permission
of the Members, Chair would like to take our morning break, come back at 10:30. And
then let's just get into a question and answer period and hopefully we can come to some
agreement as to how we're going ahead. Members. .., (gavel) . ..
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RECESS:

10:20 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:34 a.m.

., (gavel). .. The Planning Committee meeting will come back to order.
CHAIR BAISA:
Thank you for the brief recess. I hope you had an opportunity to grab a cup of coffee or
some water or something. We would now like to get into the question and answer period
and a discussion here of the traffic impact fees. Member Medeiros, since you were the
first Member back in your seat after recess, would you like to go first?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
prompt, yeah?

Mahalo, Madam Chair.

I guess it is beneficial to be

CHAIR BAISA: Especially with this Chair. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I just wanted to ask the State--are we ... are we asking any of
the panel members?
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah, any member that you have a question for, they're all available and ready
to go.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: When considering impact fees and the role that the State
DOT plays in it, I... I represent East Maui which is the Hana side. How would it affect
your planning when you have a highway going from a heavily populated area in a
different community plan area to Hana? How would you factor that into your planning
and the funds that would go towards that project?
CHAIR BAISA: Some of our State representatives, Ron, would you like to take that, or. .. or
Robert?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: How do you do it currently?
MR. MIYASAKI: In ... in general-and this is separate from impact fees-where we use the
Federal funds we get, we also get gas tax money. So with gas tax money, it's kind of a
pay-as-you-go. For every gas ... gallon of gas, you pay a portion of that tax.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. MIYASAKI: And that tax is used to build roads and things. We also maybe do a bonding
type issue so that on a project that's gonna last 20 years, when we bond it, we spread that
cost over 20 years so the people who actually drive on the roadway, pay for the roadway.
So it's kind of a more fair way of doing it.
With impact fees, the legal terminology is, I guess, that rational nexus. You must have
and clearly show that there is a tie between this development and that improvement. And
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if you cannot show it, you can be legally challenged and then the whole thing just falls
apart. So you wanna develop your impact fee, have it very strongly and soundly tied
down as your very foundation so that you can show for reasonable basis that this fee that
you're charging this developer is a direct cause and effect of his development. If you're
several miles away like in the area Hana, it becomes much more difficult. Then you
become much more subject to legal challenges to actually how do you show and prove
that that development in Lahaina has a direct connection to this roadway improvement to
Hana.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: What ... what ... the major tourist accommodation areas is
West Maui and South Maui. The major traffic to East Maui and Hana is tourist, not local
traffic. So there must be some correlation between people staying in a hotel or resort in
West Maui and South Maui that a percentage of them-I don't know if you have a study
or statistic on-will end up coming to Hana. And the impact that it presents to, you
know, our highways and to other infrastructures, so wouldn't you think that presents a
correlation that should be easily identified?
MR. MIYASAKI: There is a way you can, you know, do surveys and try to get some general
trends and it really comes down to the lawyers and the legal system. What ... or what the
Council believes, is ... is a matter of risk. How much are you willing to risk? A lot of
times we may have all our calculations and done as far as what the impact a development
may have on this facility. But to avoid legal challenges, we may be willing to take
60 percent of the actual amount we think it is, just so we avoid that legal challenge.
Because once it ends up in a legal challenge, we're in kind of a no man's land. We're not
sure where we're gonna end up.
So, yes, we should be able to give some kind of but is it 20 percent? Is it 50 percent? It's
very difficult to say we know a finite number.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you for that response. My next question is also
to State DOT because one of the testifiers-well, two testifiers-mentioned that the fees
for the impact fees, you know, doesn't factor in inflation. And I was wondering because
you did mention that in Ewa, the impact fees there seemed to be way out of line with the
actual cost. So what is your recommendation? One of the testifiers says, well, tie it into
a percentage because the percentage would be affected by how much the project costs.
And that seems to kinda incorporate some measure of keeping up with inflation. What is
your experience on Oahu as far as that?
MR. TSUZUKI: As far as the impact fees on Oahu in Ewa, what I was referring to are the costs
that the consultant, Dick Kaku, used in the study. And that's why I was cautioning you
that Dick Kaku did this same study for Maui. And he is not experienced in Hawaii costs
because, you know, he is a mainland consultant. So what I'm trying to say is I don't
think he had a good handle of construction costs in the Ewa area, and because of that, the
impact fees actually came out a lot lower than maybe they should have been. And I don't
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know, with the same consultant you may also have that same experience here. I'm not
positive because we haven't really looked at what he used as far as costs for Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you. So your experience with the City and
County of Honolulu's impact fees, they currently have a set fee per unit. Is ... is that
correct?
MR. TSUZUKI: For residential units, yes. It's so much per unit, dwelling unit.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And do you think that's a fair way of setting impact
fees?
MR. TSUZUKI: For housing developments but, you know, there are other types of
developments.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. TSUZUKI: So there's ... and those other types would be a different measure. It's not a per
dwelling unit. It might be square footage or something else.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Okay. Thank you for your responses. Madam Chair,
I think that's all I have for now. Mahalo.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you. Thank you. Vice-Chair Johnson, I see you have a question in your
eyes.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I. .. I have so many things I've written down here. Well, it's just ...
CHAIR BAlSA: Oh, why don't we let you have a crack at it?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: First thing, I, you know, and I want to thank Milton for raising a lot
of the issues that we had already previously raised I think through our discussion. But I
wanted to ask our Public Works or Planning, do they have any concrete recommendations
as to how we can get through many of the, I guess, problem areas that we have and
continue to identify? Do you have any constructive recommendations that you can make
at this time?
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. Arakawa, shall we start with you?
MR. ARAKAWA: Madam Chair, it's a very broad question. If you don't mind, I can try to
answer it. I think there are-in listening to the testimony-I think there are four, in my
mind at least, four key questions that need to be answered. First question is, should the
traffic impact fee be used only for the 13 roadway projects that are listed in the Kaku
Study? Or do we wanna expand that further? Will the traffic impact fee result in a
proportional increase in roadway projects for the County of Maui? Who bears the
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responsibility for paying refunds? And the last one is, should the cost of roadway
projects within a particular community plan area be borne only by development projects
within that community plan area? Or should development projects in other areas also pay
a pro rata share? And to me, that are the four main questions.
And at least I can give my thoughts as to what direction the Committee should be taking.
As far as the existing Kaku Study, there's been some concerns about how the study had
been done. And we agreed that there are some areas where it could ... could have been
done differently. So the ... the option before the Committee is to try to either stick with
that or ... DOT mentioned that they have a spread consultant which, different from
Mr. Kaku, is doing their transportation planning model. So an option would be to try to
contract that consultant to basically update and upgrade the Kaku Study to provide more
updated data. So that's an option to deal with the first question.
The second question, I think, is more a question more for DOT as to whether or notand ... and I present this to the Council so I can certainly understand DOT's standpoint
since they have, like us, you know, many, many projects that they'd like to bring on
board-would the fact that the County giving them additional money for traffic impact
fees result in additional benefits or additional projects here in the County of Maui? And
the answer may be ... may be "no". And would the Council be satisfied with that knowing
that the additional funds to the State would actually improve their overall State
transportation system on a Statewide basis but may not result in additional benefits for
the County. And that's a very serious policy question that I think needs to be resolved
here.
And, of course, who bears the responsibility for paying refunds? Basically, if, you know,
developers monies are ... would be given to the State, we'd have to come to some sort of
an agreement with the State that, you know, the refunds would have to be paid for by the
State should there be some sort of legal challenge for that. But that is yet to be agreed to
by the DOT.
And the ... the last question about the methodology from at least from my standpoint, we
would really like to have DOT's projects included within some sort of a County traffic
impact fee because if you really wanna impact or better the transportation system here
within the island of Maui, we have to improve State roads. We cannot only include
County roads. So if we can work something out with the State, that would be the
preferable approach. If we exclude the State projects and we just implement a County
impact fee, the impact fee structure would be a lot lower but the ... the beneficial impacts
of just the County impact fee will be a lot less as well. So those are just my thoughts.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Milton.
CHAIR BAlSA: Mr. ... Mr. Summers, any comments?
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MR. SUMMERS: Thank you, Madam Chair. Planning Department agrees with everything that
Mr. Arakawa just stated particularly the four issues that he pointed out. Those are the
critical questions that need to be analyzed and decided on. I would add a couple of
issues. Whether we stick with the Kaku Study or do an updated study, we do need a new
study. And I pointed that out in my previous comments, that it was important that we
update the Kaku Study for a number of reasons. I would also suggest that we do move
forward with a consolidated ordinance whether we use either study. And if State
roadways are included, we need to carefully consider whether or not we want in that
ordinance amendment clarification that the improvements ... that the dollars expended
through the improvement program that that can be done island-wide, or at least through
some, maybe different approach than the use of community plan boundaries. And we've
discussed this issue at length at previous meetings and won't hark [sic] on that. But those
would be the two items that I would add to Milton's comments.
CHAIR BAlSA: Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. And ... and ... and I can understand so, you
know, where you're coming from is the policy direction needs to actually come through
our deliberations and then that way at that point in time, you may have some
recommendations that you would be able to make at that point. Am I correct? And I see
them shaking their heads so, okay, that ... that's that part. For the State, I'm curious about
how the, I guess, the ... I know the memorandum of agreement and you also mentioned
that there were Department of Hawaiian Home Lands projects that are in the area. And,
of course, we have some rather large projects in our West Maui Community Plan Region.
So from all indications by your statement, DHHL was really not paying an impact fee.
That was paid as a part of an agreement through the Department of Transportation. Am I
correct?
MR. TSUZUKI: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, so and ... and, Madam Chair, the reason I ask that is because
that was one of my questions for DHHL for affordable housing, for public projects, for a
hospital, for other things that are being looked at in the West Maui region. My concern,
which was also raised by some of the testifiers, is for those projects that serve a
population that may not have the financial wherewithal to come to the table and pony up,
so to speak, that we provide that opportunity. So I appreciate that.
The ... some of the other things, as far as the Department of Transportation is concerned,
we have already, let's say-I'll use an example of Honoapiilani Highway-we as a
County have done land acquisition for approximately 100 acres at Ukumehame, a portion
of which may be able to be utilized for the relocation of Honoapiilani Highway. Having
said that, that is land acquisition that you would not have to go through. We've already
done it. What benefit, if any, is that when you are looking at County land acquisition or
County contributions from other areas with regard to moving a project along or
qualifying for Federal monies?
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MR. TSUZUKI: During the project development phase, and that project is in the project
development phase, we will have to look at all alternatives. And the fact that there is
government land that's available would have to be considered, you know, in the final
selection of the preferred alternative. So, it ... it has a bearing. But it's not the only
criteria that's gonna be used to determine what the final preferred alternative is.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. But let's say, for example, the cost that we as the County
paid for a particular asset, whether it's a right of way in that area or some other area that
could potentially benefit the State's movement forward with a specific project, when the
calculation is done at the Federal level for contribution-I mean, I'm looking at it
realistically and if you look at the dollar value, if five years from now we begin the
relocation project for Honoapiilani Highway, and the value of that land is substantially
greater because of the passage of time, do you consider that or does the Federal
government look at that at all when they're looking at the matching funds?
MR. TSUZUKI: Theoretically, the value of land can be used to offset the local share. Okay, one
of the concerns that we would have as far as the land that you had mentioned, is why was
it purchased? If it was purchased for park purposes, recreational purposes, the Federal
law comes into play. The Federal Highway Administration has this thing that's called
"Section 4F" that says if it's for recreational use, you know, the purchase was for
recreational use, we've gotta find other alternatives other than that taking of that land. So
it may prevent us from even using that land for the actual roadway.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah, and ... and ...
MR. TSUZUKI: So that has to be considered also.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: It's really important that you raise that issue because I know
Ms. Shibuya raised the issue about another section of road widening that was going on on
Honoapiilani Highway. So I think it's important for this Committee to understand some
of the challenges that we have. But I'm glad you've mentioned that because I think
we're gonna have to as a Council then clarify what the purpose because I saw it as a dual
purpose even though it may ... but, I guess, where we took the money from would also
determine if it was for open space or park. That would, in large part, I guess, play into
the question that you raised. Madam Chair, I'm gonna let other Members ask questions
but I think that from my perspective right now I really feel that we are raising more
questions than ... (change tape, start 2B) . .. we are answering at this point in time.
And it's disappointing to me that from the beginning of this conversation that we didn't
have a lot of these questions raised when we first got the study because, for me, transit is
a huge component which could alleviate a lot of the difficulties that we have in moving
people and getting people out from their vehicles and into public transportation. So that's
part of my frustration with this whole process is that, you know, we seem to be asking a
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lot of these questions at the end of our consideration when perhaps when the study was
actually being commissioned. We as a Council should have been included. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Well, Member Johnson, they always say "hindsight is 20120." But I think we
need to move ahead. And I am determined that this Planning Committee is going to take
action on these traffic impact fees even if it means having to do a little bit more work
before we can actually assess fees. But we need to get whatever we need to do going and
that is why we're here today. Thank you. And again, I'm very grateful for all of our
resources being here today 'cause it's only when we're all together that, you know, we
can discuss issues and learn what we need to do. Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. You took the first thought off my
line of question by thanking Member Medeiros for asking the question earlier to
introduce all of our players here to the public so we ... we can connect the names and
faces, yeah, with ... over this issue of traffic impact fees.
My first question would be going towards ... to Director Arakawa. Just regarding his
concerns that was in the presentation and it was mentioned that 73 percent of the fees
collected will be turned over to the State for State projects. Now, can I get a
clarification? Is this State projects within Maui or is this Statewide, yeah, road projects?
MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Molina, the traffic impact fees that the County would
collect-and of course, if. .. if the ordinance would pass-73 percent of the fees would be
turned over to the State which should be used for DOT's Maui projects.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. I...I noticed you said, "should be used." Has there
been a case or cases where these monies or have been used for projects off of. .. outside of
the County of Maui?
MR. ARAKAWA: Well, that would depend on whatever agreement that we would come up
with the State DOT as far as how that money should be used. But as Mr. Miyasaki and
even Mr. Summers mentioned, we need to be very careful about what those monies are
used for because they are collected to be used for a certain purpose so they can only be
used for that purpose. So if we are giving X number of dollars to DOT, and ... in traffic
impact fee monies to DOT, it ... it really needs to be used for its intended purpose here
within the island ofMaui.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And thank you for bringing it up 'cause it's important
that the Administration as well as this body be watchdogs on this because I would be very
disturbed if these monies that were supposed to have been collected for an intended
purpose is being used for something else other than what it was intended for.
My other question that I had was related to Mr. Summers from the Planning Department.
You mentioned that you're gonna recommend that another study be done. And I don't
recall offhand how much the last study cost but we heard from Mr. Tsuzuki about the, I
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guess, the so-called experience of Mr. Kaku which related to construction cost. I would
hope that if, you know, sometime down the road another study is approved, that the
Department make sure that whoever gets this bid is experienced in construction costs
because it kinda bothers me that we're hearing this now from other communities, or you
know, from the State now about the person that did the study for Maui County and the
shortcomings that they're finding as well. So I think we need to be really on top of things
to make sure that, you know, whoever, you know, we commission to do these studies
are ... are experienced with construction costs and other matters. So I think that's
important. Mr. Summers, any additional comments relating to that? If I may ask,
how ... how ... how does the process work when, say, somebody gets the bid? What does
Department ... the Department do in terms of checking out the background of these people
that are gonna do the studies for us?
MR. SUMMERS: Well, typically following procurement procedures there is a request for
proposal prepared that's advertised in our newspapers. The County will typically get
several bids for a project and basically form a team to review the proposals. And that
team will make a selection based on cost and ... and consultant experience.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And the team is made up of whom typically?
MR. SUMMERS: At the time this one was done, we had an in-house team. This was before I
was involved in the project. But we had an in-house team within the Planning
Department and then that was forwarded to the County's Consultant Selection Committee
which is in the Mayor's office.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.
MR. SUMMERS: So it's a pretty elaborate process that we go through for these things.
Regarding construction costs inflation, this is a very important issue. And one of the
things I would note about our current ordinance, and it's carried forward ... forward in the
revised ordinance as they were recently adopted, is there is an annual update that's
required in terms of the roadway improvements and the costs of those improvements. So
there are built-in safety mechanisms to insure that things like construction cost inflation
are taken into account.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. And I'm glad Mr. Tsuzuki brought that up
because I think it's ... it ... it definitely got my goat, you know, in a way, because it's like,
wow. I didn't ... one would've thought that the consultant would've been aware of these
high construction costs here in Hawaii. And we're quite different from California or
wherever else on the mainland.
My last question is for Mr. Tsuzuki. Based on, you know, the concern that Director
Arakawa expressed regarding the percentage of the fees collected and to be turned over
for State projects, and you mentioned the Ewa Beach example. That I guess they had a
higher amount because they had, I guess, only one construction ... oh, one County project.
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Any comments on our concerns? I mean, are you in a ... would you agree with our
Director's concern? I mean, if you were in his position, I guess?
MR. TSUZUKI: About the concern about 73 percent going to the State?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
MR. TSUZUKI: Well, I think I also mentioned that you need to have some agreement between
the State and the County about which projects these fees should be used for. And that's
what we have to struggle with in Ewa to determine which projects-is it all State, all
County or, you know, we had to get some kind of agreement. Which projects are really
gonna benefit the people out there in terms of roadway improvements? So I think you
need also to get the same kind of agreement here about which of the really important
projects that you need to use these monies for that ... that are gonna really benefit the
users here? And that will determine what the percentage is, you know, whatever it is.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. You know, Madam Chair, I think this is
something that we may have to consider for future HSAC referral. I. .. it might take, I
guess, a sit down collaborative effort between, I guess, your ... your ... your ... I believe that
would be Mr. Morioka. He would ultimately be the one to make that kind of decision in
Am I correct, Mr. Tsuzuki?
Or would that ... or
terms of the percentage.
Mr. .... Mr. Fukunaga or the Governor? I'm hoping our State Legislators are listening as
well.
MR. TSUZUKI: Let me comment on what Director Arakawa had mentioned about the concern
about maybe because Maui County is gonna get these impact fees that we're gonna not
use as many of our funds for Maui. You know, take the money elsewhere. I just wanted
to mention that our Governor is from Maui and has deep roots here and she gives a lot of
our ... the direction to our Director Morioka, Brennon Morioka. So as far as that
happening while she's Governor, I don't think that's gonna happen where she's gonna
take money away and give it to somebody else. I think Maui will still benefit. And, you
know, her priorities ... a lot of her priorities are here on the island ofMaui.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Well, good. I'm glad ... l'm glad we have you on
record to say that, Mr. Tsuzuki, ... (laughter) ... so we'll keep our fingers crossed. Okay,
okay. That's all I have for now, Madam Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Member Molina. And we'll remind the Governor like we do
regularly. Poor. .. poor woman can't get away from us. We always remind her she's from
Maui. Member Victorino, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam Chair. I appreciate this moment and I
wanna say that I agree with you wholeheartedly that we've gotta take the first step. Ifwe
get overly concerned and start looking at all the reasons why not, that's why I think we're
here where we are today because all too often we're looking for why not instead of why
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we can. So I agree with you. Let's do something and let's do it ... hopefully do it right.
But if we don't do anything, we for sure let the people ofMaui County down.
Let me ask the State and I guess, Mr. Miyasaki, this may be for you or maybe
Mr. Tsuzuki. So I'm not, you know, I'm not sure where the question would go. But
between you two handsome gentlemen, there will probably come an answer. .. if you
know. One of the concerns I have is I've been told many times there are many projects
for which impact fees are supposedly to be collected that are not. Do you have any idea
what percentage of impact fees, especially in the transportation area that are really notand I understand there's exceptions. You know, exceptions are made and you mention
that about Hawaiian Homes and all that, but what percentage of uncollected impact
fees ... because that really impacts projects, right? I mean, if the fees are not collected for
whatever reason, do ... does that not throw that back on the taxpayer, the burden back on
our taxpayers? I don't know. Either one of you can answer the question, if you have an
answer.
MR. TSUZUKI: As far as impact fees, the State of Hawaii ... the Department of Transportation
does not have the legal right to collect any impact fees, okay, -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
MR. TSUZUKI: --so that's why we have to depend on the counties. And in the only place that
we have an impact fee that's been enacted, it's on Oahu and only for the Ewa area. So
for us to actually give an answer to your question, I don't ... I don't think it's possible as
far as impact fees. But what we do ... try to do is regardless of whether or not we have an
impact fee ordinance in effect or not, we do try to get developers to pay for certain
improvements. And I can look at a .. .I guess an example on the Big Island where-and
we don't want to hold up development also. You know, we're not in that kind of
business. It's not up to the Department of Transportation to restrict development. That's
not our role.
What we wanna do is if a developer comes in, we wanna make sure that that developer
contributes to bettering, you know, the roadway system in some way. A developer,
depending on where that development is ... is 100 percent responsible for certain
improvements. You know, if that development ties into a State highway, any
improvements that are necessary at that intersection where the development ties into the
State highway, all of those improvements are his responsibility. He has to pay for it.
Now if a developer is not on the State highway-and on the Big Island in the Kona area
we have some developments that are in between two State highways, one on the upper
side, Mamalahoa Highway and one on the lower side, Queen Kaahumanu Highway. And
sometimes these traffic engineers that the developer hires says, oh, this development
should only contribute so much for this intersection and so much for this but not pay for
the whole thing because they're not contributing ... and it's true. They're not contributing
a 100 percent of the impact at these two intersections. But what we want and what we've
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been doing recently is to try and get some kind of agreement with the developer to pay
for something because if the developer agrees to only pay 5 percent of the cost of this
improvement up here and only 5 percent at the lower side, we get nothing.
And we had this one developer where actually there were four intersections that this
development could possibly impact. So if you add up the impacts at each one of these,
you know, it doesn't add up to the total cost that we would need to improve even one
intersection. But what we tried to do was to try and get some kind of improvement from
them because what we want is at least one of these improvements are built instead of
collecting money and letting the money just sit there without not ... anything being done.
So I think that's the strategy we're using right now, that instead of a developer paying a
small percentage of one improvement or another improvement, that we get them to agree
to pay for one improvement or part ... or part of one improvement that's gonna provide at
least a significant improvement to what's there today. And that's what we've been trying
to do.
So you have situations where a developer is 100 percent responsible for paying a specific
improvement and another situation where he may be just contributing portions at several
intersections. But what we try to do is get them to agree to build something rather than
have the ... have the public wait for years and years before we collect enough money from
other developers to pay for the whole thing.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So in ... in essence, what ... the answer is we the County and
I guess what impact fees we set, we're the one responsible to make sure we collect it.
And at that point in time, whatever the methodology of distribution whether we give you
73 percent or we keep it until you come to us. We can make that decision also? That we
have the options of giving you the money or keeping the money until you're ready
to ... like you just said, that developer going tie into that intersection or those four
intersections. And now you need the money to make those improvements. Would you
think that would be a fair way of doing it?
MR. TSUZUKI: In Ewa, the ordinance spells out everything. The ordinance says you can use
this money that's collected from people only for these projects, okay. They ... they name
the projects. And just because we have this ordinance, that doesn't stop the State from
proceeding on these projects. So we are going to the State Legislature. We're going to
the Federal Highway Administration. We're getting money for these projects regardless
of what the impact fee ordinance says or. .. so what that does, it helps us accelerate some
of these projects that would not be done if we didn't have-and we don't have all the
monies that we need to build all the projects. You know, we have to do it according to
what projects we can do. But what the impact fee would help us is to help accelerate
some of these projects.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I was curious, Mr. ... Mr. Miyasaki, you mentioned about
percentage versus being specific as far as how the impact and how much you would
collect on the impact fee. Can you elaborate a little bit more? Because I was curious ...
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you were talking more about percentages than the direct impact fee. So I was wondering
if you could clarify that in my mind. What does that really mean? And what you
trying ... and what are you trying to tell me, or tell us?
MR. MIYASAKI: I. .. I guess it's specific to the way impact fees are structured.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. MIYASAKI: Basically a project goes in. If you can say a direct relationship that this new
project increases traffic at this intersection, we gotta put in a signal. We gotta put in turn
lanes. Those are direct. So the developer has to pay for it and do it. The impact fee tries
to address the ones that are harder to determine. Or how much of the traffic coming out
of this residential development ends up on, you know, Hana Highway, 40 miles away?
It's a lot harder to really make the specific amount and quantify. But that's what impact
fees trying to do. It's saying, when we don't have this really direct relationship-but we
know it's something -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MR. MIYASAKI: --and what is reasonable. So we try from a technical standpoint using models
about the way people behave because it's really behavior, yeah? It's how you drive today
may be different than tomorrow. But on a general terms, we try to figure out generally
from this big development, this percentage of people who ended up and we kinda back
calculated into a specific dollar amount. And we ... most of em do it per dwelling unit or
per square footage in general. And it's within a reasonableness so that developers don't
challenge it and say, there is no rational nexus. There's no tie that my development is
causing that impact so you're assessing a tax or an exaction that is really not legal.
To elaborate a little bit more on your previous questions, the State DOT cannot assess the
fee. It's ... you know, the legislation only allows the County to but we don't have land use
approvals either. So the only way we actually get monies by the developers a lot of times
is through the County. Through their land use approvals, they say you must satisfy the
requirements of the DOT to make sure that everything is taken care of.
And we're not an island to ourselves. It's ... the State takes care of the big roadways, the
ones that remove people from one region to the other. But if the County's roadways and
all the local connectors and everything don't work well, our system doesn't work well.
And similarly if ours doesn't work well, it backs up on the County systems. So we have
to work together.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And the last thing, Madam Chair, if I may. You know,
you keep ... we keep referring to inflation and the cost of doing business. And you just
mentioned that the impact fees have to be reasonable or you get challenged. But yet on
the other side, who can predict-and I think you guys mentioned that you try to on a
yearly basis do a study-but those studies when ... by the time you do the yearly study it's
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the next year you get it back and we're back two years. How do we balance that inflation
because that's when the real killer here at the County, at the State level, in business in
general.. . in business when we have inflation, we just raise the price. Simple, we don't
have to go through no approval process. But in the real world of government, you gotta
go back and get approvals on it. So how do we address that to be fair to the developer?
But yet more ... more or less, really, being fair to the people for which we serve. And I
think that's the challenge I see right now.
MR. MIY ASAKI: And I guess that's why Mr. Summers alluded to the need for these updated
studies. Typically, impact fees are programs. They continue everyday, every year
because you have to continually monitor how is the traffic changing, how is the land use
changing, how are construction fees increasing or decreasing. I mean, we look backand part of the reason that the numbers are so out of whack is look at the cost of gas.
How much is ... it's gone up. Look at real estate in the past three or four years, it's gone
crazy. And now it's going the opposite direction.
The other thing that someone mentioned to me as another consultant, he says we got
probably the biggest civil works construction project in the State being proposed in the
County of Honolulu, City and County. When transit goes, what's gonna happen to all the
consultants? What's gonna happen to all the materials? We can probably expect some
significant increases in costs associated with that project too. That's going to affect
everybody Statewide.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam Chair. I appreciate that. I have a few
more questions but I'll yield to the others. And when we ... if! get a chance later, I'll ask
those questions. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Member Victorino. Mr. Summers, you wanted to add to that
discuss ... that last question?
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you. Regarding the construction costs, at this stage of the planning
process, you're really doing the best with the information you've got. And the reason we
have the annual updates, of course, is to accommodate our increases in the construction
price index. But also as we do studies, environmental assessments and as the projects
move forward with construction drawings, you get much better information on the actual
cost of a project. And that's where adjustments should be made to those construction
cost figures.
Regarding the figures in this Kaku Study, in ... in fairness to Mr. Kaku, the Department
played a pretty significant role in helping to identify those construction costs. So
fortunately with construction costs, the way the model works, there can be an update to
those numbers without having to re-run the model. It's not a difficult thing to do. So if
the Members would like, we can certainly take another look at those construction cost
numbers. But again, I just wanted to reiterate the importance of information in terms of
doing your estimates. And for a lot of these projects, we haven't done environmental
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studies. We don't have construction drawings so we're doing the best we can with the
information we've got.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Chair would just like to kind of bring everybody back into focus
here. You know, we get into an issue like this and there are so many sides to it. And
there is so much information that often we get lost in it. And I want to try to get us back
on track here. We need to remember that the process required for the enactment of
impact fees under State law, number one, requires an enabling ordinance enacted by
Council. We want impact fees of a particular type to be imposed in a particular area.
Now, we have done this.
Number two, we need a needs assessment study conducted by the Administration based
on guidelines established in enabling ordinance that quantifies the impacts of
development in a ... in a particular area and proposes fees. We did a needs assessment
study but I think there's general agreement here that either it needs to be updated or we
need a better one. So I think that's a judgment that we have to make and I'd like us to
make that kinda come to a conclusion today as to whether we want to do that or not. And
if we do, then it'll be necessary to refer this matter to the Budget and Finance Committee
for their input on the matter of how it would be funded 'cause we know these things cost
money.
And of course the third thing we would need is an ordinance establishing the impact fees
enacted by Council based on the needs assessment study. So actually I think that
the ... I'd like to focus us today on this study because it's step number two, and how we
feel about it and what we'd like to do about it. So, Members, I'm very interested in your
comments. Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I think it goes without saying that, you know, if. .. even Planning can
update us on the cost, that would be really important. So I don't think we'd have to incur
cost in terms of another study. I think that what we have to do is focus on the expansion
of the list of projects in the area and try to nail those down a little bit better because even
some of the issues that were raised by State DOT today ... the way that the fees are
constructed don't allow for I think ... like the ... the differential between public projects
which really reduce traffic impacts. That's one of the things I think that the study did not
look at. And it didn't include transit. So I think those two components really have to be
looked at because if, let's say, for example an affordable project comes in, but it provides
housing for workers that would otherwise travel through an area. Do we look at that in
the same vein as maybe a commercial project which doesn't necessarily do the same
thing?
So I think if we can narrow and target specific goals and objectives within an expanded
study, get a timeline on how long that study is gonna complete ... you know, take to
complete. And then does the Council-because I don't know ... we do have some
discretionary monies but I know we've paid for audits. We've paid for other things out
of Council money. I guess this would be a procedural thing about can we utilize money
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that we already have within our purview to do this, I guess, update and limited scope.
Can we legally do that? And if we can, do we have sufficient money available to do it?
If not, I can guarantee you we cannot propose any amendments just from a procedural
perspective. The Administration is the only one that can make a Budget amendment. So
if we even send it to the Budget Committee, what is, you know, the likelihood of getting
anything passed? Where would we identify? We identify this money and perhaps that's
something I think we need to visit with the Administration on to see is there money
already available. I guess it would be through the General Plan Advisory Committee.
Are there other studies? Is there information that within-I guess it would be the ... the
traffic forecasting model that's just been completed by the DOT-is there anything in
there that would even assist us?
So I think we just need to nail down some of those questions. And then my thought
would be, we ... we need to do the study to update either improve on what was done by
Mr. Kaku. Or go in a completely different direction and find out, all right, all the
questions that were raised. What can we do in as expeditious a manner as possible to get
that into our hands so we can make a recommendation and make a decision?
I'd like to remind-and ... and I don't know if the newer Members know this but-in
1988 the original ordinances for South and West Maui for the requirement of the traffic
impact fees were actually adopted. So, in ... 1 believe I took office in 2001 so I believe the
study that was done that formed the basis of this, was completed sometime in 2002,
possibly towards the end of the year. And what it did initially was ... it was supposed to
cover just South and West Maui. But at that time the Administration made a choice to
include all of the other regions so that it was done on a more global scale. That, I guess,
sat for awhile because what do you do with something that's not precisely what you
asked for? So that is kinda where we are.
We also looked at the structure. I think Member Tavares at the time was asked, okay,
separate all these issues. So the transmittal that we're working off, is not the complete
record which kind of is a re-hashing of many of the questions that we're still asking to
this day. So I don't want to repeat that.
But I think we ... we need to include one final component. And I look to Corporation
Counsel for this.
Planning Commission has requirements and there were
recommendations made in anticipation that we .. .(change tape, start 3A) . .. would
actually have a traffic impact fee, as well as whatever the, I guess, global, you know,
terminology was for each of these community plan areas that we would impose that on
those developments that agreed to it. They were already many conditions that have been
attached to Planning Department, I guess, conditions of approval. And it said that when
the fee was enacted, whatever that amount was, that was the condition that was attached
to the development. So it was to be paid. My question would be to Corporation Counsel,
do we deal with those that have already agreed to pay a fee or have paid a fee as an
estimation? How ... how do we deal with that in this mix? Because now if we have a
study and they agree to pay the fee, how do we collect it? And is it going to be the same
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fee that is going to be assessed currently? So I... 1 would just want to hear from
Corporation Counsel. Can we do that? And ... and it doesn't have to be today because 1
know there's gonna be a little bit of research.
And then the other thing is, if the State law needs to be changed, then we need to move
forward with changing that because if right now it doesn't allow for transit or it does
allow for transit or there's a sunset of six years, we know that many of the projects just
even take longer than that to plan. So 1 would look at what ... what recommendations can
Corporation Counsel make to us that would make the State law more workable and easier
for us to actually adhere to. So 1 know that's kinda long-winded but 1 really think that
those are the issues that 1 see. That's how 1 would see us proceeding but 1 think we do
need the updated study. And we need the clarifications from Corp. Counsel on those
developers that have already agreed to pay the fee. Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Okay. I. .. I have two questions as a result of your questions that 1 think we can
address to our experts here today. First of all, I'd like to ask Mr. Summers and
Mr. Arakawa, any comments you have on an updated study and a recommendation to
Budget and Finance to look for money to do it? Do we want to start with you, John,
please? Mr. Summers.
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you very much. Like 1 said, 1 think we do need to move forward with
an updated study whether we use the Kaku Study or not. That's very important. That
study would include new travel surveys. Perhaps we can economize with the surveys that
were done by the State Department of Transportation. So that might help in that area.
The study should include transit. The study should probably include some additional
County projects and perhaps some demand side management we're looking at. That
being said, the construction cost portion of it if we do move forward with the Kaku
Study, that particular piece can be updated without cost to the County.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much. Mr. Arakawa, any comments on that same question and
then we'll get to our Corp. Counsel.
MR. ARAKAWA: 1 have nothing further to add. 1 agree with Mr. Summers' comments.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you very much, Mr. Arakawa. Mr. Hopper? And thank you for being
so patiently sitting here all day.
MR. HOPPER: Oh, no problem. The ... the questions raised by Councilmember Johnson, 1
would say that for the ad hoc zoning conditions, which 1 presume we're talking about
mostly zoning conditions ... we would have to assess each of those conditions, you know,
And the condition should specify
based on the wording of those conditions.
which ... what fee they pay. 1 think in most cases it would say the traffic impact fee in
effect, you know, as soon as it's enacted. So 1 believe that ... that would be the applicable
fee. 1 don't necessarily see a problem with that because that's a condition that was
imposed on the development by ordinance at this point. And it should pay the, you
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know, the same fee that all the other developments would pay in their respective
categories. But it'd be impossible for me right now to assess that based on every single
development that's had that condition. I'm not sure how many there are. You'd have a
better idea than me. I'm aware of a few. And I... I believe that those conditions are ... are
legal and that we obviously approved them when we signed off on them as to form and
legality. So we would stand behind those conditions as being legal once the, you know,
the ordinance is enacted that they would pay the share as dictated by the ordinance.
As to the second part of your ... your question with regard to the amendments in the State
law, in addition to State law I would also say that there are things in our own County
ordinance that probably need to be at least looked at. One of them is that currently our
ordinance is we have separate ordinances for every community plan region. And we also
have portions of those ordinance ... ordinances a requirement that there be established a
separate account for each community plan region. And that the money collected for the
developments in that community plan region may only be spent on develop ... on
improvements in those community plan areas. It's ... it's ... it's limited to those areas.
And that's one way of doing it. However, I'm not certain that the study at this point
bases the fees in that manner. In other words, I believe the study considers that money
collected within a community plan area may be spent in areas outside of that community
plan region. I'm not certain of that but that's something that would need to be looked at.
Now as far as what the fees are based on, the ... currently the ordinance does require that
there be ... that there be a roadway master plan for each community plan region. And that
it states that impact fees may be collected only for roadway improvements in the roadway
master plan for the particular community plan area. So, you know, that's ... that's been
done on a Countywide level in the study. But the way that the ... that the ... our ordinance
currently reads is that the ... the money needs to be collected and it needs to be spent on
these projects that are specifically listed. The State law does ... does say that they need to
be collected and expended on projects of the same type as in the needs assessment study
which is a bit broader. .. broader than specific projects. In this case, there are specific
projects.
And finally, the State law states that collection and expenditure shall be localized to
provide a reasonable benefit to the development. I believe that ... that was which was
intended although the State law actually came after the original County ordinances but I
believe that was the basic intention of limiting the money collected to improvements in
that same community plan area was to localize so that the developer would be assured
that the money they would spend would be a reasonable benefit to the development.
It also states that a County or board shall establish geographically limited benefit zones
for this purpose provided that the zones shall not be required if a reasonable benefit can
be otherwise derived. Benefit zones shall be appropriate to the particular pubic facility
and the County or board. A County or board shall explain in writing and disclose at a
public hearing reasons for establishing or not establishing benefit zones. That needs to be
done, I believe. And that can be done I believe in ... in Council. But it needs to be written
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why there are or are not benefit zones being established in this case. In this case it
appears that, as I would read the ... the County ordinance, that the benefit zones were
established as the community plan regions. And it does need to be made certain that the
study would be consistent with that approach. That the study would presume that the
money collected in a community plan region would only be spent in that community plan
region. Does it have to be by community plan region? No, it does not have to be.
The ordinance ... your ordinance could be amended provided that the way that the money
is collected and spent is consistent with basically the ... the requirement that the developer
can't pay more than its proportional share of the impact that that development makes.
That's why the study is necessary and that's why we're getting into some sort of the
technical details but to make sure everything is in order. And ... and there may be, you
know, necessarily need to be ... amendments to the State law which is ... to the County
ordinance which are based on the, you know, ordinances adopted in 1988. Circumstances
may have changed since then.
As for the State law, I wouldn't be the expert on whether or not this can be done in six
years. I imagine that could be something that you would ... you could look at. Certainly
the money does have to be given back if it's not encumbered within six years. And then
other considerations as far as the State law is concerned it's actually relatively flexible as
far as what it allows counties to do. It just needs to ... the counties just need to make sure
that they're not requiring developers to pay more than their proportionate share. And
they need to have a scientific basis for the fees that comes up with and where the fees can
be spent. In other words, you don't have to have a benefit zone be in each community
plan region. You can have different regions across the County. And theoretically, you
could do it Countywide but only if you could honestly say to a ... a developer that the
impact of their development in, you know, as the examples given in West Maui that using
the money on a project in Hana would benefit that development and to what extent it
would benefit that development.
So those are the issues that need to be dealt with. And I mean you have a study right
now. And what that study would allow would dictate ... you know, it would have to be
consistent with your current ordinance right now which would mean that the money
collected in the community plan region would have to stay within that region when spent
on improvements. It couldn't be used on improvements outside of that region.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: I really appreciate you, you know, allowing them an opportunity.
And I thank you, Mr. Hopper, because I think that for me it just brings it full circle
because it's sort of like our park assessments. When you look at park assessments, how
those were established ... everybody uses our parks in West Maui or South Maui. It's a
really popular area and yet we do have each particular area that has its own park
assessment and its own formula. So I think if we use that perhaps, Madam Chair, as a
potential model and then get some of the updates and take a look at our State law, I think
it'd be really important.
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One question to clarify, Michael, is with regard to transit ... because, you know, if we can
encumber the money either for right of way or expend it on-I think it was Mr. Boteilho
that said land acquisition for bus stops or maybe construction materials-does the State
allow that particular component?
MR. HOPPER: This would be for transit in particular or land acquisition... {inaudible} . ..
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Transit but ... yeah, or land acquisition. One ... you know, it could be
for something other than transit but if it's land acquisition, you know, as ... as ... as I had
posed earlier to, you know, to the Department of Transportation. I ... Ijust wanna know if
we're on firm footing as to what we can use the money for.
MR. HOPPER: Well, a couple of things. You're limited to ... you have to spend the money on
what they define in State laws, public facility capital improvement costs. And that states
that it ... that means cost of land acquisition, construction, planning and engineering,
administration, and legal and financial consulting fees associated with construction,
expansion or improvement of a public facility. Public facility capital improvement costs
do not include expenditures for required affordable housing, routine and periodic
maintenance, personnel training or other operating costs. Public facility is ... I believe that
is defined at some place ... but as far as whether or not transit would be included in
there ... one thing is that you would be required by your County ordinance to
come ... come up with the roadway improvements in the roadway master plan, i.e. the
study in this case. So you need to specify what those improvements were.
As far as doing a, you know, public transit-well, land acquisition is pretty clear that you
can have land acquisition associated with the construction, expansion, or improvement of
a public facility. Land acquisition is specifically mentioned as a public facility capital
improvement cost. Whether or not you can do transit is a bit less clear of an issue.
I'd ... I'd be interested to hear if the State has experience with that at ... with, you know,
those public transit ... the ... the ... the, you know, I think you would need it ... you would
not be able to do it for the ... the, you know, the payments to, you know, Robert's or MEO
or whomever runs the bus themselves. But for the bus stops and physical improvements
like that I wouldn't see a problem with that type of. .. that being considered a public
facility capital improvement cost. It's something that you could recoup.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: And ... and also for purchase of the vehicles themselves because
that's a CIP investment?
MR. HOPPER: That's ... that's a bit more iffy than I think the physical construction of the ... of
the bus stop areas.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Perhaps what I will do, Madam Chair, or, you know, even the
Committee ... because State legislators are going into session now, I would like to
personally see if I can seek some kind of clarification that public transit or transportation
can be included because I would really love to see if we could actually utilize some of the
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money so that we would not have to pay it back. Ifwe can actually address the one issue
of encumbering the money or utilizing it for bus purchase that would be for specific
routes that would help alleviate traffic jams in particular areas, then I think we could at
least do the rational nexus. But I would like to seek clarification from the State on that.
CHAIR BAlSA: I'm just curious if any of our State resources here today can answer that
question. Gentlemen? Robert? Or Mr. Tsuzuki?
MR. TSUZUKI: I don't recall how we addressed it as far as Ewa but in Ewa it does not cover
any transit improvements. And that was a conscious decision that was made. As far as
why or what, I'm not sure except, you know, the City's rapid transit project will go
through Ewa and could benefit. But I think there was a decision not to include transit as
one of the beneficiaries of the impact fee.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank ... thank you. Madam Chair, I personally would ... 1'11 follow
up on my own on that one question with one of our State legislators. But I really think
that if HSAC or perhaps our Chair, you know-I... I know he's over in Oahu today. If
we could move in that direction, I think it would help us because putting pavement down
may be all right in some situations but Maui County, I think, has made a very big effort to
really provide public transportation so that we can avoid, you know, going to four lanes
or six lanes on some of our State highways and get people out of their vehicles and using
public transportation. So that's very important to me.
CHAIR BAlSA: I totally agree with you. It is very important. You know, building our public
transit here on Maui is a big desire of our community. I hear it everywhere and all the
time that people love public transit, are very excited about how it's growing and would
like to see it grow a lot more. And it costs a lot of money as we know. Any more
comments from any of our panelists? Mr. Summers?
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you, Madam Chair. Just a quick note. I think ... I think from listening
to the ... the discussion that the distinct and fundamental question is, in my mind, whether
or not the County wants to include State highway improvements in the master plan. And
we heard from Director Arakawa that he felt that was important, that that would be the
ideal situation. The Planning Department concurs with that. I believe State Department
of Transportation concurs with that. So if the master plan is gonna include State roadway
highway improvements, then the question is can we enter into an agreement with the
State to refund the County for the fees collected. And if that requirement can be met and
everybody agrees that State highway improvements are important, then the next issue that
has to be addressed is the consolidation of the ordinances. And the ordinances need to be
consolidated from six to one ordinance. Six ordinances to one ordinance.
We need to clarify the responsibilities of the Finance Department, Planning Department
and Public Works Department. And we need to clarify that the improvements can be
done on an island-wide basis because State highways serve multiple community plan
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regions. So that really in my mind dictates our movement gomg forward
resolution of that specific question.

IS ... IS

CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Arakawa?
MR. ARAKAWA: Madam Chair, I believe Mr. Summers does bring up some very valid points.
I just would add that from our standpoint the second alternative that I presented where we
would have State and County projects forming the basis for the traffic impact fee but
limiting the payment of those fees to projects within that community plan area. That
alternative we believe is problematic from the standpoint that it would be fairly difficult
to administer and it may also have some rational nexus issues. Since it was mentioned
that lot of DOT. .. DOT projects link various communities and actually traverse various
community plan areas. So we would be in favor of amending the County ordinance to
allow the use of the traffic impact fee in other community plan areas. And of course the
study would then determine what's a fair amount that should be levied in other
community plan areas.
I would also request that we still need some ... I think something in writing from DOT on,
you know, the use of the fees. If the County is going to be giving a certain amount of
impact fees to the State, what are ... what are those fees gonna be used for? I ... I think we
need something in writing. And also, as Mr. Summers mentioned, some policy from
DOT on the refunds. How are that ... how is that gonna be handled?
And also as far as the amendments to the Kaku Study, I know that there are some issues
with the study that was done. But regardless, there is a need to update the study from
time to time. And there may be a need to basically refer the matter to the Budget and
Finance Committee to update either the Kaku Study or to do a new study, whatever the
Committee decides. But I believe we can work with the Kaku Study but regardless, you
know, the study needs to be updated and ... and improved, regardless.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Arakawa. Any final comments from our visitors from the
State today? Anything you'd like to share? If not, we'd like to thank you so much for
coming today.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Hold on. We're not ready to dis ... dis ... I'm not gonna get rid of them yet.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Or do you have anything you'd like to ask them before we close?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes.
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CHAIR BAISA: I also would like to inform the Committee the Chair needs to end the meeting
on time today' cause I have a board meeting at noon. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. I think both for Planning and State
DOT, Planning first. I think Member Molina asked you, Mr. Summers, what was the cost
of the Kaku Study that we currently have. Can you give us a response on that?
MR. SUMMERS: At the time-and I don't know the exact amount but I know it was in the ball
park of225,000. This time around our ... our databases are so much better today than they
were four or five years ago that there may be an opportunity for some economy over that
previous study. We may be able to achieve some cost savings.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. And you also mentioned that trying to keep cost
current as far as construction costs and you mentioned the construction price index. Is
that price index with the bank economists or is that with construction industry? Who
provides that index?
MR. SUMMERS: There ... there are various organizations around the country that produce
studies and documents that identify the cost of construction nationally.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I think one of the problems we heard already is we don't
need somebody from another state or around the country giving us the cost in Hawaii.
What do you have here in Hawaii? Does the bank still have the construction price index?
Do they still maintain one?
MR. SUMMERS: I. .. I believe so. The ... the difficulty is not so much anticipating the sort of the
average annual increase in construction cost. We can do that and get pretty close. The
real challenge is anticipating the unique ... the unique obstacles or constraints that anyone
given project is gonna be faced with. And that's, I think, where the difficulty is and most
of those costs are discovered during the environmental document preparation or during
construction planning. So those ... those are the data sets that really allow us to be very
precise, or more precise, in terms of construction costs. The average annual increase in
the construction cost index and ... and inflating that toward our project is not a big
problem in my mind.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And also for you, Mr. Summers, we've heard from
several of the panelists or the resource people, and just very ... just a few minutes ago
from Director Arakawa about the community plan districts or areas that are part of the
ordinance or. .. or proposed ... proposals. What about the idea ... entertaining the idea of
instead of using community plan districts that we use Maui County use ... that Maui
County use each island as a district so that for the State, you know, their highway systems
transcend from many planning ... community plan areas. I mean, they can go from Paia
all the way to Hana on one project. So what are your thoughts on Maui County using
each island as the district?
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MR. SUMMERS: I think ... 1 think that's the direction we need to move. I don't know if it needs
to necessarily be each island but this is a Statewide highway system. It's an island-wide
system. And it lends itself to that type of approach.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And, Madam Chair, just very shortly maybe for
State DOT, you did mention, Mr. Tsuzuki, the traffic forecasting model that was just
completed by the State?
MR. TSUZUKI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And ... and is that applicable just to Oahu or do you utilize it
Statewide?
MR. TSUZUKI: No. I was referring to the model that was developed for the island ofMaui.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, just for Maui. Okay. So each island would have their
own traffic forecasting model?
MR. TSUZUKI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. And then, finally, Madam Chair, on the areas of
concern pointed out by Director Arakawa on his presentation and I think some talk has
been generated on that. On concern number four about the six years, the funds have to be
encumbered or returned. Mr. Tsuzuki, in your tenure and your position and with the
State DOT, you think that's a realistic amount ... six years? I mean, looking at some of
the projects we have on Maui such as Honoapiilani Highway, how would that be affected
with the six-year mandate?
MR. TSUZUKI: On Oahu, I can only speak towards the Ewa one. I don't think we have any
problems in meeting the six-year. .. six-year limitation because all the projects that were
identified in the ordinance are projects that are already started. We've already started one
phase or another of all of these. So as far as meeting the six year thing, we've ... it's not a
problem.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. That ... that's -MR. TSUZUKI: All of the projects.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --on the Ewa projects?
MR. TSUZUKI: Yeah, the Ewa projects. Now, I don't know how this would apply if you
expanded the list of projects here on Maui -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
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MR. TSUZUKI: --where, you know, you may not have all the resources to proceed on all
of 'em. So in Ewa they tried to limit the number of projects so as far as that six year
limitation, it was not a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Thank you, Mr. Tsuzuki. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAlSA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Madam Chair. It's more of a request from
staff related to the 73 percent of the fees collected if I guess maybe a letter via either
through Public Works or the State, how that formula was determined, you know.
CHAIR BAlSA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Instead of like why 73 percent and not, say, 50/50. And also
maybe from the State, what kind of impacts the reduction of these fees would have on the
Maui State projects if, say, the ... through future legislation, that amount or that
percentage was reduced. So just basically to get some comments and feedback by the
time we meet again on this matter.
CHAIR BAlSA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAlSA: Sure. Members, any additional questions? If not, the Chair would like to offer
a recommendation.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON: Recommendation.
CHAIR BAlSA: The Chair would like to refer the matter of funding for a needs assessment
study, or studies, to the ... Council's Budget and Finance Committee so that they can
deliberate as to what is needed or where we would have to get it from. And also what
kind of a study and, you know, further discussion particularly around that issue. I think
it's really important because we've been told by everybody that what we really need is an
improved study. And we all know that no matter what we do in-house, we're gonna have
to ... contract with ... for consultant services. Oh, I have to come up with money. So Chair
would like to refer that to Budget and Finance. And also defer this matter back ... the
whole matter, the big large issue back to our Committee for further discussion.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objection.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No objections.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused: GRH)
ACTION:

DEFER PENDING FURTHER DISCUSSION.

CHAIR BAISA: Oh, thank you very much. I guess we're all set then.
Mr. Raatz?

Is there any ... yes,

MR. RAATZ: Madam Chair, just for clarification of the action. If.. .ifthis is gonna be a formal
recommendation from the Committee to the Council and then referral to the Budget and
Finance Committee, that would be by Committee report and that would be a formal
action, we'd request a vote on this if. ..
CHAIR BAISA: You need a motion?
MR. RAATZ: Yeah, if it's gonna be done by Committee report. It could also be done as a letter
from the Chair. That's another alternative if that would be considered a preferred option.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Raatz, what is more expedient?
MR. RAATZ: Probably just a letter from the Chair would be more expedient.
CHAIR BAISA: Well, I prefer to go that way then because time is of the ... essence. You know,
I get kinda indigestion when I think about something that's been sitting in our Committee
for 20 years. I think Councilmember Johnson mentioned 1988. And, you know, I tried
bringing this up earlier last year and we ran again into the brick wall of the needs
assessment study and whether it should be consolidated or not consolidated. And here
we are now in a new year and I just wanna move this matter along. So if we need this
study, I think we need to get going. And we need to bring this back once we get a study
and let's do something here. So that's all that the Chair is trying to do and I certainly
appreciate the cooperation of my Committee. Again, I tell everybody the Planning
Committee is the best committee. I'm prejudiced. You know, we work well together and
we move things along to the floor. And I think that's really important.
I'd also like to thank all the people who came today to provide resources to us, thank the
Staff, and ... (change tape, start 3B) . .. the testifiers who took time out to come and
those who attended to be here for us. So again, thank you everybody and the meeting of
the Planning Committee is adjourned. . .. (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

11:55 a.m.
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